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REPRESENTATION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONALS
ON QUASI-CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

JAMES D. BAKER

ABSTRACT.    The question of representing the continuous linear

functionals on the complex quasi-continuous functions in terms of a

single integral of Stieltjes type is considered.   An integral on three func-

tions is defined, is shown to provide a unique representation of the func-

tionals, and in special cases, is shown to reduce to standard Stieltjes

integrals involving two functions.

1.   Introduction.   In 1934, Kaltenborn [l] extended the Riesz represent-

ation theorem to include functions having discontinuities of the first kind

(i.e., the quasi-continuous functions).   This representation had the form of

a modified Stieltjes integral plus an infinite sum.   Others, including [3],

have shown that a solution could be obtained with the sum of two integrals;

however, it has been of mathematical interest as to whether or not a single

integral of Stieltjes type could be used.

Perhaps the most complete solution to date is contained in an unpub-

lished result of R. E.  Lane which states that the continuous, stationary

linear operators on the quasi-continuous functions can be expressed as

üfis) = im)f+_2fis - uit)) dvit),

where the functions   u  and  v depend on ÍÍ,   and  (m) denotes the Stieltjes

mean integral.   The linear functionals are then obtained by considering

Q/(0).   It has not been demonstrated, however, that all the linear functionals

can be obtained from this restricted class of operators.   Properties of these

operators can be found in [2].   Also, one of the deficiencies of the result

in [3] is that the representation is not unique since different integrator func-

tions can be used for a given functional.

In this paper, the method of representation involves an integral on three

functions.   The integral is defined in §2, which also contains the necessary
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existence conditions. The representation and uniqueness theorems follow

in §3.

2.   Preliminaries.    Let  B  denote a complex Banach space; let g and

h be functions with domain the closed interval [a, bl and range in  B; and

let  / be a complex-valued function on [a, bl.   By / ig, h) df,  we mean the

refinement limit of the sums

(2.1) E  {git;.  AlfiQ   -   fit._  ,)1   +   hiti)[fit¡)   -   fiQ1\
i= 1

where  {a = tQ < t .<•••< t    = b\ is a partition of  [a, bl,  C- e (í¿_ <j /■)  for

z'= 1, 2, •>• , w,  and where the limit is taken in terms of the norm of  B.

Let  QC denote the Banach space of quasi-continuous complex-valued

functions with domain the closed interval [a, bl and with the supremum norm.

Let À be the function with domain [a, bl and range in  QC such that for each

t £ la, bl, Xit) is the real-valued function with domain [a, bl such that

Xit) (x) = 0    for a < x < t,

= 1     for  t < x < b.

Similarly, let p be the function with domain [a, bl and range in QC such

that for each t £ [a, bl, pit) is the real-valued function with domain [a, bl

such that

pit) (x) = 0    for  a < x < t,

= 1    for  t < x < b.

We observe that if / is a complex-valued step function with domain [a, bl,

there exists a partition P = {a = tQ < t < • • • < tn = b\ of [a, bl such that

if  Ç,. £ it._ ,, Í.) for i = 1, 2, • • < , n,  then

/ = t fit,)ipit,) - Aíí.)] + t fiÇLxit._ A - pit.)]
z'=0 z = l

(2.2) --Aia)pia)+fbaiX, p) df.

By approximating / with a sequence of step-functions, the representation in (2.2)

can be shown to hold for all / £ QC.

Theorem 2.1.   Suppose g  and h  are complex-valued functions of bounded

variation on [a, bl,   and suppose g-h vanishes except at a countable number
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of points in [a, b\    If f £ QC,   then  ]~h ig, h) df exists.    Moreover, if \f \  is

a sequence of functions in  QC which converge uniformly to f,   then

Umn_jaigA)dfn^faig,h)df.

Proof.   The sums (2.1) can be written as

£ w^i)-*(!,_¿wíq -/(*,-_,)]
z=0

+ fib) bib) -fia)hia) -¿/(CpiMi.) -hit.     )].
z=0

Let {f   \ denote a sequence of step functions in  QC which converge to /

uniformly on [a, bl.   Let  P - {a = f. < f .<•••< /   =&! denote a partition

of [a, bl,  and let £. e(i.   ,, t.) fot  i = 1, 2, • • • n.   We introduce the following

notation:

SiP. m) = Z [*(*,-_ t) - * (/,-_ ,)] [/„(¿P - /„(f,. ,)],
¿ = 1

siP) = Z [«(«,-_ ,) - h(í¿. i« L/(Cp - /(í,_ x)],
¡•=i

S(tTz)    =    Z [g(f)   -  Ä (/)] [7(7 *)  -  fit)],
te[a,b) m

S = Z      [git)-hit)1[fit + )-fit)1.
t e[a, b)

We have:  lim„ SiP, m) = Sim)  since  /     is a step function; lim    SiP, m) =

SiP) uniformly in P since g — h is of bounded variation and vanishes except

at a countable number of points; and  lim    5(772) = 5.    Using iterated limits,

we have

lim  SiP) = lim lim SiP, m) = lim Sim) = S.
p p     m m

Thus, the refinement limit of the first sum in equation (2.3) is  S; and the

limit of the second is (7)/   fdh.   The second part of the theorem follows

because  g and h ate of bounded variation and because of the assumption

regarding (g - h).

In the example that follows, we show that the hypotheses  g  and h ate of

bounded variation and  / £ QC ate not sufficient for   f   ig, h)df to exist.

Example 2.1.   For  t £ [O, l],   let fit) = 1/w  if t = (1 - 1/m), m=l,2,...,

and let fit) = 0  otherwise; for  / £ [O, l],  let git) = 0 and  hit) = 1.   Let  P =

!r0 < t   < • • ' < t  S be a partition of  [O, l],   and suppose  m    is the smallest
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integer such that (1 - l/mQ) > t _,. It is possible to choose a refinement

P' = {t'0<t\ <•-.< t'n+p] of P and a sequence {C[\, i = 1, 2, • •. , n + p,

such that

±l>it.)-fiQ]-J?lfit!)~fi$]
l'=° «=i

ÏU
z=0 (m0 + i)

Theorem 2.2.   7/ g  is a complex-valued function on [a, bl,   then

J  ig, g) df exists if and only if (7)J   fdg  exists, and in this case,

fha («. g) df = fib) gib) - fia) gia) - ii)Ja fdg.

Proof.   For this case, (2.1) becomes

Z {fus)gu.) - fit., x)giti_x) - fiQigit.) - git.^m.
¿=i

This result relates y ig, g) df to both the Young integral (Y) /   gdf

and the weighted integral  (l, -1, 1)/   g df [4].

3.   Representation..  The integral discussed above is used to character-

ize continuous linear functionals on QC.   In this case, the value of the func-

tional is allowed to be complex.

Theorem 3.1.   If T is a continuous complex-valued linear functional

on  QC,   there are complex-valued functions  a and ß on [a, bl such that if

f £ QC, then

Tif) = fia)ßia)+fbi.a, ß) df.

Proof.   Let a(/) = TiXit)) and ßit) = Tipit)).   Let M be a positive real

number such that  \Tif)\ < M\\ f\\  for each / £ QC.   For any partition of P =

{a = rn < t. <• • • < t    = b\ of [a, bl,  there exists a sequence of complex

numbers  Se.!, i = 0, !,•••,«, with  |í.| = 1 such that

Z I(a- ß)it.)\ = ¿€.(a- ß)it.) = \t(£(.ÍX- p)(í.))
z=0 ' ¿=0 V=0 '

< M.

Thus   a- ß vanishes except at a countable number of points in  [a, bl.

Similarly,   a and ß ate shown to be of bounded variation on [a,  bl.   It

f £ QC,  then /  (a, /3) ay exists as a result of Theorem 2.1; and if /    is a

step function in  QC,  then from (2.2),
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Tifs) = ßia)fsia) +fbia, ß) dfs.

The theorem follows from Theorem 2.1 and the continuity of T.

For each x £ [a, bl, Xib)ix) = 0,   so   aib) = TiXib)) = 0.   If we anchor the

function  a at  b,   this insures the following result.

Theorem 3.2.    The representation in Theorem 3.1 is unique.

Proof.    Suppose   a and ß ate of bounded variation,   aib) = 0,  and

(a- ß) vanishes except at a countable number of points.   Then   Uif) =

/3(a) fia) + j~ ia, ß) df defines a continuous linear functional on   QC.   In

addition, suppose  Tif) = Uif) tot each / £ QC.   Then

fia) [/3(a) - /3(a)] +fa (a- S, 73 - /3) a"/ = 0.

By choosing /(x) = pia)ix) for x e [a, bl,  we have /3(a) = /3(a).   If ¿ e [a, b),

then

/*L(a- â)(x), (j8 - ß)ix)1dXit)ix) = a(r) - ait) = 0;

likewise, if  t £ ia, bl,  then

/* [(a- S)(x), (/3 - 73)ix)] dpit) ix) = ßit) - ßit) = 0.
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